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This problem explores the performance of matrix multiplication codes. You will need to implement

several codes in C or C++, compare their performance, as well as the performance of a library implemen-

tation. Use double’s. Languages other than C or C++ are unlikely to produce competitive performance.

A good way to solve this exercise is by running the code under Matlab, using Matlab’s CMEX interface,

which allows you to compile C code that is callable from Matlab. That way, you can write just the matrix

multiplication routines in C, with all the analysis done in Matlab scripts and using Matlab graphics. This

strategy is also generally very effective, not just with Matlab but also with Python, Java, and similar

languages: you write the application in a high-level language and replaces performance-critical parts with

low-level code (e.g., C) that is callable from the high-level language.

1. Investigate your measurement tools. Run a compute intensive process (a loop in Matlab should be

good enough) and make sure that you can tell how many cores (CPUs) are working. If possible,

run another compute-intensive process to see how things look (in Window’s task manager, Linux’stop, etc.) when two cores are working simultaneously. Modify your Matlab loop so that it displays

its throughput (iterations per second) once in a while and make sure the number stays constant;

heating can cause the computer to slow down, which will make your measurements more difficult.

2. Time square matrix multiplication in Matlab. Make note of how many cores are used. If possible,

switch to one core. Plot the performance in terms of throughput (floating-point operations per

second) as a function of matrix size. Is the throughput different near a power of two?

3. Prepare the test fixture. Copy the file matrixMultiply.c from the directory ’extern/examples/refbook
in the Matlab distribution (the file is only included in recent releases of Matlab; on our servers,

you can find it in /usr/local/stow/matlabr2010b/lib/matlabr2010b/extern/examples/refbook).

Now test which compiler will use to compiler C code (it might be able to use one of several compil-

ers):cc = mex.getCompilerConfigurations('Any','Selected')
On my computer, it uses a compiler called LCC, so I need to link the C code with a library that

matches the compiler,blaslib = fullfile(matlabroot,'extern','lib','win32','lcc', 'libmwblas.lib');
Now we can build the C library that we’ll call to multiply matrices,mex('-v', '-largeArrayDims', 'matrixMultiply.c', blaslib)
(the flag -largeArrayDims tells Matlab that array indices are 64-bit integers).

4. The C code that you compiled and linked with Matlab’s BLAS library calls a BLAS function called

DGEMM. Its performance should be similar to Matlab’s matrix multiplication operator. Measure it

and verify this. Verify that your code is correct (norm(C-A*B)/norm(A*B) should be small; you

can use the 1-norm or infinity-norm to do this test faster).

5. Implement a naive multiplication routine that uses 3 nested loops, compile and link it using Matlab’smex function. Test it and time it. How much slower is it than the optimized BLAS function?

6. Try to find two loop orderings that give a significant performance difference, at least on some matrix

sizes. Try to explain why one is faster than the other.
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7. Implement a partitioned matrix multiplication routine and try to get it to run as fast as possible by

tuning the block size.

8. Implement a third routine that also partitions each block to smaller blocks, or that uses recursion

on the blocks. Many computers have multiple caches, which makes this strategy useful. How much

faster are these methods compared to the three nested loops? How much slower they are (if at all)

than the BLAS routine?

9. Implement Strassen’s algorithm (or Strassen-Winograd if you can). It should call one of your fast

routines for matrices smaller than some threshold; the recursion should not continue down to n= 1.

The code should be able to deal with matrices whose order is not even (hint: partition the matrices

into a block of an even dimension and a leftover row/column, then apply the Strassen recursion

only to the even block and patch up; there are better ways, but this approach is simple). Is this code

faster than your partitioned codes for practical matrix orders? Is it faster than the BLAS? Is it faster

than the BLAS when you call the BLAS at the bottom of the recursion?
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